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Motivations, Media Use, and Electoral Decision Making

Most of the research on motivations and media use-has assumed that

there is some general motivation which directs habitual media behavior.

Given little attention in the literature is the relationship between a ,

general motivation and Qhe need for information in a Particular decisional

'situation. Recent theoretical and empirical work on motivations,however,

suggests that it May
,

. ..?

more ospeCic needs,
,

be, valuable tO4dilstinguish betgeen general -needs and.
to . .,

, - .

both of 'Which may direct media, beharvior.
- k

-,: 'the distifttion:betwee'n geneAl and specific 'motivations cankbe rather

..)

oera:Mat ically illustrated in apolitical-con text; where regular media 41SQ.
;

4 c ,t .

might well he the result. of a general 6motivation to keep informed. n the
4

other- hand, u'se,'of speCitto campaign media materials, such as advertisements

or political debates; might be directed by a speCific need on the paft of

voters for information to help-make election decisions. The effects of
. .

. .

general- needs br motives on. use of specific campaign materials might well be

rather indirect.

In fact, the early research on motivations and use of political materials

pade this sort -of distinction. BluMler and McQuail (1969) isolated five

koecifiC Motive
1

Included in this

people gave for seeking political content in themalp media,
0

list were a general motivation (labeled surveillance seeking)

to,keep inforimeabout the Political environment, as well as a specific

.D

,_motivation (labeled vote guidance seeking), to seek information for assistance

in making an electoral decision. Perhaps in part because'of unnecessary .

.-1
Aimil,arities in question. wording these conceptually distiAct motivations

were, found to he empirically highly related. The result was-that McLeod'

and Becker--(1974) and Becker (1976) fodnd it difficult to distinguish between

0. --
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these concepts in subsequent data analysis. The result of this empirical

difficulty seems to have been a blurring of what is potentially a theoretically

important distinction between a general motivation to keep oneself informed

on public affairs and a need for information in a particular political

context.

Some empirical evidence is available, however, suggesting that this

. distinction between general and specific motivations is' rather,importamt. -

- ' f

For example, Becker, Cobbey'and SObOwale (1977)
.4

-found 'iri their studKofIthev
.

.
r

1976 debates -that voters' reasons foi. watching the encounters Vetween.the
, -f ' 1

candidates changed from debate.to debate, presumably because the earli,
.

debates satisfied some virthei,r original needs. Simirarly, McLeod, Dural,,

Ziemke and Bybee (1979), and O'Keefe and Mendelsohn (1979) presented evidence

that voters judged the debates to be helpful in satisfying some of+the.qoals

they had for viewing them.

.
. In a more general context, these and other st di s-underscore the

,importance of distinguishing between motivations for using the mass media,

and gratification received from that use. While McLeod, Bybee and Durall

(1982) found mixed support for their expectation that exposure to the 1976

debates actually helped predict satisfaction oPspecific needs, Palmgreen

and his colleagues (Palmgreen'and'Rayburn 1979; Palffigreen, Wenner and Ray=

burn, 1980; and Palmgreen, Wenner and Rayburn, 1981) have repdrted a series

of analyses supportive of the distinction between motivations and gratifications

received. Though the specific measures used plate limitations on the flpdings, ..

..' : - ... . ...

.,"4
.

f.

the Palmgreen data suggestthat use of public teIeviSion and selection of specific
. .

news,programs on commercial television can be pre4dicted by an examination of

the match between audience members' needs and'the audience membeTse reports,of

the ability of these materials to satisfy those needs.

Perhaps even more promising is the work o Galloway and Meek-(1$81:)';

which shows that a measure combining audience motives and expectations about

4
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the abilities of specific4programs to satisfy those motives is predictiye

of viewing of spebific television programs. The work is consistent with the

theoretical arguments of Van Leuven (1981) which are cast in terms:of what

has come to be known "expectancy theory." 'Van Leuven, as well as Becker

and Rafaeli (1981), argue that audience reactions to the new media must be
A

understood in terms of audience evaluations of the ability, of these media

..to satisfy needs. The work of Kate, Gurevitch and Has (1973), Mendelsohn

and O'Keefe (1976),, Lometi, Reeves and Bybee (1977),, and Kippax and Murray

f198(1),-.2einforces this positiqp-A summary moAtt: incorporating audience

evaluations of media products, as well as motivatiorls.for use of suchjaterials

has been offered by McLedd and Becker (1981).

In summary, this literat,ure Suggests that general motivation for media:

use must be considered within a context which allows fqr the possibility that

such motives may not predict specific media behaviors precisely because they'

I

have already been satisfied. Conceptually and empirica21Y,° it may ,be valuable,.

to-distinguish between general motives and specific ones. Each may 11,;ve

distinct, though related, antecedents and consequenves.

Specific EgpectatiOns

4

Considerable literature has 'developed suggestingthat general audience

motivations for use of the media have their origins in both the background,

,

experiences of the.audience membeks as well as the specific social situation.
A

within Which the audience-member operates. The work.of Blumler (1979) in

-the politicalarea and that of Rubin (1981) in the nonpolitical context
s ,

are illustrative. The literature leads to_the general expectatiori that

'audience members highest in motivationto keep informed on public affairs
-

(or surveillance motivation, in the original terminology) are those persons

ip social ations placing a premium on (such public affairs knowledge,`

those verson ho are attached to the community and those highest in formal,

n.
education.

5
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* . This general need for information, in t9rn, is expected to lead to

habitual use of the mass media,-as indicated by traditional measures pf

fl
media use. The linkage has,beem established by research cited above as well

as other studies both in-a nonpolitical and political context.
.

.

. studies have consistently linked use of the mass Imedia with knowledge
f

of public affairs (Becker; McCombs and McLeod, 1975), leading to the.

exrqtation that high levels of media use also should be related to low

level's' of uricertainty'in vote decision making situations and high confidence

in the choice .made. In 'other words, persons who are the best informed should-
r-

1

be'the most certain of theirkl.decisions.

Similar reasoning leads to. the expectation that uncertainty 4p the

electoral, decision context should be related to use of specific media
. .

materials presenting the Opportunity to'alleviate'tliat uncertainty. Chaffee.

and Choe (/980 and Goldman and Whitney (1981) have found thateperaons

undecided about their vote decision have distictive media habits dur.ing the
- - I

=AI- .

,

campaign period tohelp with that decision.

.

Methodology.
. r

Tkua set pf expectations was tested using data from a survey of .,

4
....' registered voters in Columbus and surrounding Franklfn County, Ohio, during .

. ..;',

.
.

the 1980 presidential Election.. Telephone interviews weA conducted with
......

'

a probabilityl,sample of 531 voters whose names were,selected from registra,-

.

f..

tion lists. The interviews`weie conduCted between Oct. 8 and 15. Trained.
. ,

, . . 0

interviewere administered a schedule of approximately 50 items, taking
. . .14.

1....

c
.appYoximately 15 minutes. .. .

.

, -

1

After the general election e probabilistically chosen subsample,Of 123
.

,

N*..
.

voters was recontacted. Of these, 110 (79.7%) submitted to a second inter-
.

view. This schedule contained 13 itemd,dealing with the election decision
, I

made and use of mese Mediamaterials during tthe final weeks of the'campaign.

t- -
6
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'Incorporated into'the October survey were traditional measures of t 1.7-Pe
,. l'',

.

,.,

of housing7tipit of the respondent, marital status, education, age, race and
v

4
, .1.

,.
.

.

sex, For the reasoris noted abbve, home owners (as opposed to renters).
, . :.

., .

...
:.

the married, those high in formal'education, the older, whites and males `

.
\ ..

.

were Ocpected to be
,

higher in a *feral needfor information. As a further.v
. .-.

index of the informatidn demands of the respondents interpersonal environ-c
. /

pent, two items were included, to measure frequency of discussion of`public

r
affairs issues. The'first question sked.how.frequently the respondent

-

discussed "problems and issues -fcing tehis country" when hd or she "get(s)

.togetfibr with your friends. "' The second-question 'asked'about similar situations

'involving "your family." Responses on a three-point scale were correlated 'AO

. It;

and were combined through simple addition to form a two-item indeX, The

-
index was expected to-be-'66/telated with general information need because

those persons, frequently having such interpersonal discussion, situati ons

should need information more than thOte not in'such situations in order to

participate in the discussion. The index does not Measure information-seeking

from sign ari,interpergonal sitilation. Such interpersonal inforMation-seekingt

would- be expected to be coftequenct of need for information, mo,an

an tecedent. Clearly, interpersonal situation is a complex phenomtnon as
,

...

it relates to the need variab le.

General, media pse measures included in the first wave of the study were
. .

.

of'eeader;hip of a newsmagazine (scCred dichotomously), number of'days
)

sf .

watching of the early evening national news; number of .days per week the

respondent listened -tt,..,radio ""to pay particular attention to'news,"

number of days per week of newspaper readership. Two additional measures
'

r
of media use specific to the early capa.ign, that is, the campaign prior

, . .

to the time of the interview, also were included.' The firet was a general
° A

question about attention paid:to inforMatiOn about the election having

appearpd in the media. The Second simply asked if the respondent had watched
.

7

. N

..

C.
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the Sept. 21 debate between Ronald Reagan and John Anderson, who was ruffling

o

as' in independent candidate. All general media-use measures as well as the,.

4 two'early campaign measures were expected to be,conseguencestof generalneed

fdr inforhation.

'The media use measures also were expected to determine vote uncert.O.nty.

Uncertainty was measured by ask ng the respondents for whom they intended

to vote and for those with a deci ion how confident they were that they

had made the best decision:- These two measures were combined with those with
'

4;-

no decision labeled most uncertain and those with a decision' in which tlileyc had.

confidence labeled most certain. UAcertainty was expected to lead to a

) need-or eleCtIon information.

Various media use behaviors were expected to be consequences of the need

_for e1eCtion information. Measures of two such behavior were included in

the October interview. The first 'iske4 respondents to indicate if they

would like to see another presidential debate held before the November electiO n*.

-The second noted 'that during the final weeksof'the campaign the presidential

candidates would be wing various advertisements in the media. Resp ents

6[

were asked to indicate hoW much attention they anticipated paying to these

advertisements. In the post-election survey, respondents were asked if they
. 1 %

paid attention to these advertisements, to recall specific themestfrom the

advertisements,how much attention they paid to*media coverage of the final

weeks of the campaign, to recall the endorsements of the local newspapers

in the presidential race, whether they had watched the Oct. 28 debate between
4

P resident Carter and Ronald Reagan, whether they watched the debate to learn

goo.

about the issues and backgrounds of the candidates and separately whether

they watched the debate because it was the only thing on television that

night, and'hqw often in the final weeks of the campaign.they talkecrwith.
sr

t

---,familyand friends about the presidential candidates.
o

General infoNMation need and need for election specificInformation

1
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, *ere measure separately in'the October instrument.. Two items were used

to measure general information need. 4Respondenls were asked bow impOrtant

it was to them to "know what is going on in government WaShington

.4

and around the-nation" and "to keep up with the latest news events

around the nation." Following the questions on presidential vote choice

and vote choice in other election on -.the ballot, respondents were read

thee'statements And asked if the feelings expressed were also their own.

The first said "Some people say they would like more information on how

the presidential candidates...stand on the issues." The next item said

"Some people alto say they would like to know more about the persontlities,

8haracteriSti,cs and backgrounds of the presidential candidates.", Finally,

respondents were told that "People -airo say they just wish they knew-

.what the, various presidentialcandidates would do once they were elected."i.\

These five items and the two distinct variables they were intended to

measure are at the center of the analyses which follow.

Results

orefbre these five measuPs were used to form indices 61-the two

motivational measures, they were subjected to an orthogonal factor analysis.

k
The results appear in Table 1. As expected, the two general items factored

separately from the three campaign specific items, presenting preliminary

e

evidende of the empirical as well as conceptual diAinctivenesS of the two.

concepts. OP the three items in 'the campaign specific set,' the third has

the weakest correlation with factorloading of .43. This alsp was the most

,.
:

-

endorsed item of the three,%s Table 1 indicates. In fact, the ley el of
4.

. ...

endorsement for all five high items is high, all the standard deliiatiops

are rather low.

The index of. general information need was created simply by summing the

e

scores on the first twoitems in Table 1. The index has an improved

standard 'deviation of ,98- The final three items were weighted by fctor

A

.

1
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Scores'and summed to Create the index-of election information need. .The

third item in Table 1 receiveda weight of .35 on thp index, the fourtka

weight of .49; and the fifth a weight of .19. The standard deviatiOn of

the new index is 1.86: As an index of internal reliability, an omega:,

.coefficient for each measure was computed, For the general infdtmation

needmeasute, omega was .66, For election information need, paega.was .72.

.

Range of possible scores for omega is from 0.0 to 1.4 (Heise and Bohrnstedt;;

197q) Th, correlation between thestWo indices of information need was

only .15.

Figure 1 presents the zero-order relationships'among the various

variables in the model. The arrows indicate tit a relationship was
.ct .. -

predicted. The variables on the left hand side of the table are hose

labeled, gackground or .soc41 situational variables., and the variable

producin the.largest single.coefficient is frequency of public affairs
.

discussloh._ Those'persons with frequent discussions are more likely to
,

report high levels of need for infotmatiOn'in general than those With in-

frequent discussions. 'Marital status, age, and housing unit also. are

related to information ,n
*
eed, though none tof these relationships is nearly

as largb as for the iliscusglon variable.. Those personsless well attached

to community (tlie'young, the single, the renterWdo report lower levels

of information need than do those with a stronger attachmeht to the
.

' community. Sex of respondent and education show significant but very

slight.coefficients here. The better educated and the males report just

, slightly higher levels of, information need. Race of respondent is of no

consequence.

As expected, general information need is,related to general media use

habits. Those persqns reporting high levels of need for information are

) motet likely,Treportreading newsMagazines, watching the nationa

televisibn news and reading a dai1V-Aewspaper. Radio listening is not

A 10 4

1
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.
..... .';;

. .

related Op this need, however, reflectiAg, perhaps, the fact that this
.., .

=A

medium is minimally useful
.:

.
in leSrning abodthational'newsevents,,though- N. . .. 'W ..

possibly of more value for learning.about local events. 'General-information ..
-, t . ,

,

need also is related to early..campaign media use andiwaching9f the.first.
. -

410
debate.' Perhaps these last tnorelaLionships can be vihwed as something

like residuals, that is, the effects of general information need on campaign

specific media use regardless' of!theeeffects'of general information use.' Or_
/ .

'perhaps-they Should be viewed simply as logical cotariates of general N
. .0

..

ihformation use up to this point in the campaigR.
. .

a

.

The'correlations of the general Media= use variables with vote. ,un--y ,. .
.

Ne.
' .,

.scertainty are surprisingly nd disappointingly silia).1. Only'the-two campaign.
)

media use variables show the e*pected relation hilp'with'uncertainty-, and
I

here the relationship is significant but slight. There is a tendency for °.

'
..

,
,

°those who watched the firSt debate and who followed the early campaign,

news' in the =media to 'be less uncertain abotlt their vote choice than :athose

-whO did not watch the debate or follow the campaign. None of the relationships
40

for the-'other media usevariables is even si.gnificant,
. i. . .

,.

There is no suppolt at all for t expectation thht vote uncertainty.
,

.

is' elated to a need for election formation. The correlation is a mere .02
. . . .-

Theneed,fOr election information,' on .the other hani, is related to all of
.

,e v., .

.

the subsequent media behaviors inthe'fashion expected. Those'4persons. ,

:

stating a 'need for information about the candidates also were more,likreIy to

express an interest in a second debate and interest in the expected late
"-, .

6
' campaign advertisements. They were more likely than those, without thisk, .

4need to correctly recall the endorsements of the local newspapers, suggesting..
(.

-,, , 1they'actua4Y followed these materials,' more likely to'report watching the

a ""
debate to learn about the issues and background of the candidates, and less

. -

li)cely to report watching thedebates because they were,the only programs(

on televisiori. These relationshipg were ignificant even with the rela'tively

AI
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small size of the post-e lection sample. Smaller relationShips were anown

suggesting that those with a need for campaign information dlso werermore
,

4kely to actually recall the themes in the'advertisemenLs and to'pay

attention to late campaign w.

While individual 'relationships tehown'gh Figtie 1 are, small, as is

.usually. the case in analyses employing media motivational measures,4the

kw
cumu.l.ativ eeffects of these variables is somewhat more subs,tantial, exceptilng

.
. .

,.

those dealing with the uncertainty Variable., Table'2-shpws,-for qxamp,lf,,

.-^ that the multiple correlation coefficient fkjthe regreSsiOn'Of.general
,

media useon.theantecedent variableg in Figure 1 is .42. The canonical

"

correlation coefficient, which is somewhat comparable to the muitipleR;c

: . _
.

is .49 fot the relatibnqhip 'bretCeen general Media,Use and4the,gek mediameda
.

. .

,*
- . . . ,,,

.

. .
.

. . behaviors. The canonical -correlatio for the relationship between campaign.
1

,.. . ,,, ,
.

.

infor atioh need and the .subsequent mediasbehayiorViis .4'3. , ,
- .

.
' .*

.

k idi the 03cepticzn,6f,the.rel.atiOnships inKolving vote uncertainty;
-6 1\--'. I A..

'then, the theoretical reIationships7Piypothesized haw some empirical' -suPport,.
I

%

.S. \ (
. '

.,

. . ^ The data presen ted to this' point, however? -not necessarily
e
atgue that the

,
. .,

Key destiction made here between general in creedrm,an jon aneelection
, . . . .

.
,

, . 1, . f

,

information need 156,a crilcial one, Two.rather simple analyges speak to

, . ,
,. °

,

that point.
k

First, the

in the model .'to

In other' words,

position, of each of the gratification vaAppfes was Switched
.

-

g.ive'some notion .of the,comparability.of epre two, measures.

if. nothing were tb change as a result of-replacing genqal
0

information'need with electiod information need in the model underlying

,t
Figure 1, that would mean that there is no empirical distinctiveness to hy'

3
t ' .:

two concepts. \In fact, the multiple R,,,,betWeen the variables in the left most fia

I
column in Figure 1 and need for election information 4 .23, rather than the

.i,

.42 shown in Table 2 for thi. q relationship,using genetal information need. ,
!.. .

.. .

Therelationshipbetweenelectiormationneedandgeneral media use

12
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behaviors produces a canonical correlation of .11,'compared with the .49

for general information need. Generaidnformation need also produces a

slightly smaller canonical correlation with subsequent media behaviors (.39)
A

than' is shown for the election information need variable. And general

information need is correlated -.04, rather than positive .02, with uncertainty.

In other words, both are unrelated, -though the sign is incorrect for the

general information measui.

The second analysis involved a simple regression of need for election

information on each set of variableslmoving leftward through the model in

. Figure 1. The expectation was that once the variables posited as intervening -

,j between gdneral information need and election informafibn need were entered

into the equation, general information need itself would add little new

variance. fact, that seems to be the case. The multiple R for the general

media use measures and uncertainty, with.election informatiOn need as the

dependent variable, is .13. The'. changes to .16 when general information

need is added. The increased variance explained is significanb at the ,05,

level, but the actual change irf R is rather slight. When the background oand
.

social sit4tion block of variables is added to the equation, the multiple

R increases to .29, suggesting-that the effects of these variables May not

be exclusively through the variables posed as intervening in Figure 1.

Closer analysis shows, however, that the relationship 1S,slightly more

complex than originally suggested. Education is the single'strong variable

in the final blo\ck related toeleftion information need in the final-regression

equation._ But the sign of the relationship in the final regressiOn equation

.

is opposite the simple, zero-order relation h Education is negatiyeli.

related to need for election information at he zero -order (r.=-..l6) level,

' as the model in Figure 1 would stiggest should be true. When the intervening

'va'riables are controlled, however, this relationship becomes positive.

(standardized beta = .20). So the intervening variables'are significant in

13
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understanding even this' relationship between education;and need for election

information need.
\

These two simple analyses, then, add increased support to the model' as 4

offered in Figure 1. In general, a transposition of the need variables

suggests their original order is, the better one. And the regresSion analysis

suggests that general information need has its effects indirectly, through

media use variables such as those shown here.

These analyses, however, do not clarify the problems in the data

relating to:the uncertainty variable. Again, however, soTe'additiohal analyses

4

are helpful. Respondents in the October survey were asked their, xote intention

olltwo other races, for a local Congressman and for one of the U.S. Senators.

Uncertai ty could only be measured in theseAses by looking at whether the
A

responden had already made a decision, rather than via the two-item index

used for un rtainty about the presidential election. The latter of course,

produced More variance than the indices for the Senate and Congress races.

Aut both of the two variables show stronger relationships, in the predicted

direction, with he media use variables than does,4the measure of uncertainty

used in Figure.. That peastire, Of course,'dealt only with the presidential

race. And the mea ures of uncertainty about the congressional' race is

correlated .12 with a need for election information. While_that is still a

small, correlation, it is a distinct improvement over what is shown in

o
Figure land suggests that the'problems with the original data may be more

a result of measurement problems than weak theorizing. Perhaps the Measures

0

uped to form.,election uncertainty should be broadened in ple future. The

,., ..

narrow concentration on the presidehtial race, necessary here because of the

fi

debate measures and the wording of many of the questions, may have contributed

-to some of the problems.

Conclusions

The research reported here stemmed from a concern with existing work in
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the-uses and motives area which has failed to distinguish between a general
0

need-for infOrmatibn andt need for information in specific, decision-making

contexts. The data which are rePbrted are consistent with that conceptual

ditinction.

Specifically, the 'data indicate that a general need for information can

be viewed as a product.of,the respondent's bapkgrOund and social situation,

while the need for information for a speCifg election decision is the '

product of genei.el media use habits,and possibly uncertainty about the'

election decision to be made.' The consequences of general information need

are general media use behaviors, while the consequence of the specific

decisional information, need is media use directed at satisfying that teed,

that is, media use of' help in making a decision.
1_

,1-1"



Footnotes

1. The omnibus survey was sponsored in part by one of the local

newspapers. InterViewers were students enrolled in an upper division and

graduate research methodsclass. Return rate was 68.4%. The-assistance

of Sharon Dunwoody in field ng the survey is acknowledged.
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Table 3.4 ti
Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix for Five Motivation Items,

A

Important to know what is

Factor 1 ,Factor 2

going on in govt. in nation .78 .07

Important to keep up,with
latest events in nation .73 .11

Nee& M4e,information"'
on candidates.: stands .12 .59

A

Need more information on
candidates' personalities

0

and backgrounds .00 .70

Want to know what candidates
would do if elected .07 .43.

N=526

1. A ''three point scale was used for each measure.

17

O

Mean 1 SD

2 66 .53

,56

2.38 .76

1.94 .76

2.55 .71
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Table- 2

s an. C nanical Coefficients for Fighre 1

Background and social
situation variables
to General informAioni
need

General information
_need to general

media use

General Media use
to vote uncertainty

Vote uncertainty
to Election
information need

Election information
need to Campaign
media use

*Significant at the .05 level.

Multiple R
Canonical
Correlation
Coefficient

f

.42*

49*

.14

.02

.43*

4

lao



Frequency of
public affairs -38

discussions

Housing unit

4

Figure 1

Zero-Order Relationships Among Variables in the Model

News

magazine
readership

:00

.30
National

-.06
Marital status .12 viewingGeneral

information
Education .04

J

.21
'Interest in

second'debate

.20 Interest in

campai4n,ads,

.02 Election -------.4Atfention
^ Vote information to ads

uncertainty0Radio need
.18 news

listening
.14

Newspaper
readership

39
Early
campaign
media use

.

Watching
of debate 1

-.08

4

.10
Recall of
ads themes

2

Attentiop,to
late campaign

17 news

Recall of
5 newspaper

endorsements

Watching of
25 Debate 2

Debate watching
for issues/
background

Debate watching
because all
that was on

Time spent
talking about

_candidates

The correlation coefficients shown are Pearson coefficients. The N for all coefficients excepting the last
eight in the far right-hand column is at or near 531. Coefficients of .07 are significant at the .05 level.
The N'for the remaining eight items is at or near 110. Coefficients of .16 are significant at the .05level.

1.9
20
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